AGREEMENT

Indicate which form in parentheses is correct.

1. None of them (want, wants) a hike a in the gasoline tax, but each of them (wants, want) better maintenance of Maine's highways.

2. The Seawolves baseball team impressed us all with (its, their) high slugging percentage.

3. Either you or your sister (is, are) going to learn basic guitar.

4. The museum was funded by the late Betty Noyce, (whom, who) created the Libra Foundation.

5. Neither Bob nor Mike thought of (themselves, himself) as approaching middle age.

6. Last winter their major concern (were was) the rising numbers of homeowners (which, who) were going without heat for days at a time.

7. *All My Sons* (open, opens) the fall season at the playhouse.

8. Federal Express or shipping via UPS (is, are) the only (alternatives, alternative) to driving the package to Boston yourself.

9. Not only coffee and tea from the cafeteria, but also chocolate bars from the Preble Hall vending machine (are sources, is a source) of my daily dose of holy caffeine.

10. *Two persons on a mission* (describe, describes) one entrepreneurial partnership now based at SMCC's business incubator.